
Dojoji

Toward Wakayama, OsakaToward Wakayama, Osaka

Toward TanabeToward Tanabe

By air          
Kansai international airport → Shuttle Bus (40 minutes) 
→ JR Wakayama station → express train Kuroshio (40 minutes)
→ Gobo sta. → taxi (5 minutes) → Dojoji

By train  
Tokyo terminal → Shinkansen → Shin-Osaka sta.
→ experss train Kuroshio (1 h. 40 min.) → Gobo sta. → taxi (5 minutes) → Dojoji

Shirahama sta. or Kii Tanabe sta. → Dojoji sta. 
→ 7 min. on foot → Dojoji

By car  
From north (Osaka or Wakayama city)
5 min. drive from Kawabe IC or Gobo IC

From south (Shirahama or Kumano area)
8 mn. drive from Gobo-Minami IC
(No exit from Kawabe IC and Gobo IC)

Opens 
9 : 00 – 17 : 00 everyday 
Adult : 600 yens 　Infant under 12 yrs old : 300 yens

Adrees   
1738, Kanemaki, Hidakagawa-cho, Hidaka-gun,Wakayama-ken 649-1331
Tel  81+738 22 0543　Fax  81+738 22 3806
Homepage   http:// dojoji.com/e  

Engraving the history of 1300 years
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Acces informationBuddhist statues
of cultural heritage

The thousand-armed Kannon,
8th c., 2,4m height.

The thousand-armed Kannon,
National Treasure,  9th c., 3m height.

3 National Treasures, 6 Important Cultural Assets 
and 20 o ther  s ta tues  are  exhibi ted  in  the  
Hobutsuden Tresor..
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Foreword 
It is wonderful that we frequently find a refined example 
of traditional culture in religious places.
Here in Dôjôji, people have maintained their ancient 
sculptures and the unique Etoki. Etoki is a style of 
preaching with an aid of long picturesque scrolls. 
We hope you come and enjoy this old ‘video show’ and 
the rich variety of arts relating Dôjôji

The tragic love of Anchin and Kiyohime
In 928, a girl Kiyohime killed a pilgrim monk Anchin in Dôjôji. This tragedy was recorded in literature in 
the 11th century and revised into a couple of picture rolls in the 15th century. Since then, the priests in 
Dôjôji have explained the story in Etoki style.

Fondation
Dôjôji was founded in 701 A.D.  It is the oldest exsisting 
Buddhist temple in Wakayama prefecture.The thousand-
armed Kannon in the  main building is the second or third 
oldest statue of this kind.
The temple used to  belong to Hossô school and converted 
to Tendai sect in 17th century.

Showing the copies of the Dôjôji Engi, 
they preach everyday. English sermon is 
available on reservation.

The legend of Princess Miyako Fujiwara
or the long-haired-princess
According to the aural tradition, Miyako Fujiwara, the 
wife of the forty-second Emperor Mommu, used to have 
no hair on her head. She prayed to the Kannon and was 
grown up into a beautiful lady with long beautiful hair. 
People called her ‘the long-haired princess’. She and her 
husband built Dôjôji in her home village.

Picture scrolls of the life of Princesse Miyako (1821) 

Dôjôji Engi, picture scrolls of  2 vols., 14th c.

Kyôkanoko Musume Dôjôji
A scene from Kabuki program on Dôjôj legend

A scene from Nô drama Dôjôji,

Etoki, picture-sermon

Dôjôji mono  The arts based on the Dôjôji legend

The legend has been inspiring masters in every fields of Japanese art.Writers, painters, 
masters of Noh, actors of Kabuki, puppeteers of Bunraku, filmmakers and modern 
artists have created more than 150 works, called ‘Dôjôji mono’ or the Dôjôji arts.


